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As soon as Charlie said there was a way, Hunter (Hamid) immediately asked with excitement: “Brother,
what good way do you have, hurry up and teach!”

Charlie asked him: “I remember you said that it seems that you bought a batch of thermal imaging
cameras?”

“Yes!” Hunter (Hamid) said hurriedly: “I spent a lot of money to buy a batch of Russian-made thermal
imaging cameras, all of which are military-grade. One can be exchanged for a Mercedes-Benz car. If
you don’t help me settle the funds, I definitely can’t afford this stuff.”

Charlie said: “That’s good. Now that you are making great efforts in civil engineering and developing
infrastructure, you should have a dedicated blasting team?”

“Some and some.” Hunter (Hamid) said: “I use blasting for mountain digging here. Generally, we first
drill holes in the rock and bury explosives, and then excavate manually after blasting.”

Charlie asked him: “Is the detonation method electronically controlled?”

“Yes.” Hunter (Hamid) replied affirmatively: “It’s all electronic control. Every blaster is equipped with a
detonator. After wiring, the detonation point will detonate as soon as the switch is turned on.”

“That’s good.” Charlie said: “In this way, you first let your engineers set up traps in various key defense
areas, mainly choose the kind of open land suitable for paratroopers to land, and then choose the
appropriate blasting point to put a sufficient amount of explosives. Buried in the ground, covered with
a large number of rusty nails, iron sheets and various other metal objects. The principle is to be
smaller and have sharper edges and corners.”

“Then carefully disguise these blasting points so that they cannot be discovered. The most important
thing is that the detonating wires must be hidden, so that no clues should be discovered;”

“If you have thirty initiation points, you must number each initiation point, and then draw a map to
clearly mark the location of each initiation point;”

“If the enemy uses paratroopers to make a surprise attack at night, they will definitely not spread out
and jump off and attack separately. They must land first, and then quietly gather together and break
up the pieces before launching an attack:”

“So, once your thermal imaging finds that the enemy is assembled, you will immediately detonate the
nearest blasting point to kill them in a large area;”

“When the sudden explosion left them in chaos, and the broken stones and iron fragments caused
them extensive damage, immediately let your soldiers launch a saturation attack on the area where
they are located, and don’t give them any chance to escape!”

When Hunter (Hamid) heard this, he said excitedly: “Brother, I understand! Arrange it right away, and
do as you said!”



Charlie urged: “Remember, you must number the explosion points. The best way is to distinguish your
entire base and hilltops according to the ABCD method, and then press 1, 2 for the explosion points in
each area. , 3, 4 are sorted in this order. If the enemy is observed to fall in area A1, the demolition
division will immediately detonate the explosion point in area A1. If the enemy runs to area B2, the
explosion point in area B2 will be detonated immediately. Don’t make a mistake. Up.”

Hunter (Hamid) said immediately: “Don’t worry, my brother, I’ll go down right away. If anyone makes a
mistake, I’ll kill him!”

…

At this moment, Chen, the blue-eyed wolf king of the Wanlong Temple, has gathered all the soldiers in
the Wanlong Temple in Syria.

The deaths of Abbas and other robes made these soldiers of the Wanlong Palace extremely indignant.

At this time, each of them couldn’t wait to rush to Hunter (Hamid)’s position and shoot Hunter (Hamid)
indiscriminately, in order to avenge the sacrificed robe.

And Chen is even more so.
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